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Introduction

The complete set of instructions for making an organism is called its genome. It
contains the master blueprint for all cellular structures and activities for the lifetime of

the cell or organism. Found in every nucleus of a person’s 10 trillion cells, the human
genome consists of tightly coiled threads of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and associated
protein molecules, organized into structures called chromosomes (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The Human Genome at Four Lavela of Detaii. Apart fmm reproductive ceiis (gametes) and
mature red blood celis, every ceii in the human body rxmt~”ns 23 w“rs of chromosomes. each a
padtet of compressed and entwind DNA (1, 2). Each strand of DNA cunsists of repeating
nucieotide units composed of a phosphate gruup, a sugar (deoxynbose), emda base (guanine,
cytosine, thymine, or adenine) (3). Ordinaniy, DNA takes the form of a highly raguiar doubie-
stranded heiix, the strands of which are iinked by hydrogen bonds between guanine and cflosine
and batween thymine and adenine. Each such iinkage is a base pair (bp); some 3 billion bp
constitute the human genome. The specificity of these base-pair iinkages underlies the mechanism
of DNA replication illustrated hare. Each strand of the double helix serves as a tempiate for the
synthesis of a new strand; the nucleotide sequence (i.e., iinear order of bases) of each strand is
strictiy determined. Each new double heiix is a twin, an exact repiica, of its parent. (Figure and
caption text provided by the LBL Human Genome Center.)
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Fig. 2. DNA Structure.
The four nitrogenous
bases of DNA are
arranged along the sugar-
phosphate backbone in a
patticuiar order (the DNA
sequence), encoding all
genetic instructkms for an
organism. Adenine (A)
pairs with thymine ~,
whiie cytosine (C) pairs
with guanine (G). lhe two
DNA strands are heid
together by weak bonds
between the bases.
A gene is a segment of
a DNA moiecule (rang-
ing frvm fewer than
1 thousand bases to
severai million), iocated
in a particular position on
a speciYicchromosome,
whose base sequence
contains the information
necessary for protein
synthesis.

If unwound and tied together, the strands of DNA would stretch more than 5 feet but
would be only 50 trillionths of an inch wide. For each organism, the components of these
slender threads encode all the information necessary for building and maintaining life,
from simple bacteria to remarkably complex human beings. Understanding how DNA
performs this function requires some knowledge of its structure and organization.

DNA
In humans, as in other higher organisms, a DNA molecule consists of two strands that
wrap around each other to resemble a twisted ladder whose sides, made of sugar and
phosphate molecules, are connected by “rungs” of nitrogen-containing chemicals called
bases. Each strand is a linear arrangement of repeating similar units called nucleotides,
which are each composed of one sugar, one phosphate, and a nitrogenous base (Fig. 2).
Four different bases are present in DNA—adenine (A), thymine (T), cytosine (C), and
guanine (G). The partiwlar order of the bases arranged along the sugar-phosphate
backbone is called the DNA sequence; the sequence specifies the exact genetic instruc-
tions required to create a particular organism with its own unique traits.

~ Phosphate Molecule

/rOeoxynise
Sugar Molecule

I \’ / 1 \ I

\ f- weak Bonds /

The two DNA strands are held together by
weak bonds between the bases on each
strand, forming base pairs (bp). Genome
size is usually stated as the total number of
base pairs; the human genome contains
roughly 3 billion bp (Fig. 3).

Each time a cell divides into two daughter
cells, its full genome is duplicated; for
humans and other complex ogjanisms,
this duplication occurs in the nucleus. During
cell division the DNA molecule unwincls and
the weak bonds between the base pairs
break, allowing the strands to separate.
Each strand directs the synthesis of a
complementary new strand, with free
nucleotides matching up with their comple-
mentary bases on each of the separated
strands. Strict base-pairing rules are adhered
to-adenine will pair only with thymine (an A-
T pair) and cytosine with guanine (a GG
pair). Each daughter cell receives one old
and one new DNA strand (Figs. 1 and 4).
The cell’s adherence to these base-pairing
rules ensures that the new strand is an exact
copy of the old one. This minimizes the
incidence of errors (mutat.bns) that may
greatly affect the resulting organism or its
offspring.



Genes
Each DNA molecule contains many genes—the basic physical and functional units of
heredity, A gene is a specific sequence of nucleotide bases, whose sequences carry the
information required for constructing proteins, which provide the structural components of
cells and tissues as well as enzymes for essential biochemical reactions. The human
genome is estimated to comprise at least 100,000 genes.

Humangenes vary widely in length, often extending over thousands of bases, but only
about 107. of the genome is known to include the protein-coding sequences (exons) of
genes, Interspersed within many genes are intron sequences, which have no coding
function. The balance of the genome is thought to consist of other noncoding regions
(such as control sequences and intergenic regions), whose functions are obscure. All
living organisms are composed largely of proteins; humans can synthesize at least
100,000 different kinds. Proteins are large, complex molecules made up of long chainsof .
subunits called amino acids. Twenty different kinds of amino acids are usually found in
proteins. Within the gene, each specific sequence of three DNA bases (codons) directs
the cell’s protein-synthesizing machinery to add specific amino acids. For example, the
base sequence ATG codes for the amino acid methionine. Since 3 bases code for
1 amino acid, the protein coded by an average-sized gene (3000 bp) will contain 1000
amino acids. The genetic code is thus a series of codons that specify which amino acids
are required to make up specific proteins.

The protein-coding instructions from the genes are transmitted indirectly throuah messen-
ger fibonucleic acid (mRNA), a transient intermediary molecule similar ~oa sin~le strand
of DNA. For the information within a gene to be expressed, a complementary RNA strand
is produced (a process called transcription) from the DNA template in the nucleus. This

Comparative Sequence Sizes

s Largest known continuous DNA sequence
(yeast chromosome 3)

● Escherichia cdi (bacterium) genome
c Largest yeast chromosome now mapped
● Entire yeast genome
s Smallest human chromosome (Y)
. Largest human chromosome (1)
● Entire human genome

Bases

350 Thousand

4.6 Million
5.8 Million
15 Million
50 Million

250 Million
3 Billion

F/g. 3. Comparison of Known Saquenoa wfth Chromosome and Genome Skes. A comparison
of the she of the Iatgest DNA fragment for whih the sequence has been determined, with
approximate chrom&ome andg&ome sizes of model oganisms and humans. A mapr focus of the
Human Genome Prvject is the development of sequencing schemes that are faster and more
economical.
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Fig. 4. DNA Replication.
During replication the DNA
molecule unwinds, with
each single strand
becoming a tempiate for
synthesis of a new,
complementary strand.
Each daughter molecuie,
consisting of one OH and
one new DNA strand, is an
exact copy of the parent
molecule. [Source:
adapted from Mapping Our
Genes-The Genome
Projects: How Big, How
Fast? U.S. Congress,
~ce of Technology
Assessment, OTA-BA-373
(Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing
0ft7ce, 1988).]

mRNA is moved from the nucleus to the cellular cytoplasm, where it serves as the tem-
plate for protein synthesis. The cell’s protein-synthesizing machinery then translates the
codons into a string of amino acids that will constitute the protein molecule for which it
codes (Fig. 5). In the laboratory, the mRNA molecule can be isolated and used as a
template to synthesize a complementary DNA (cDNA) strand, which can then be used to
locate the correspmding genes on a chromosome map. The utility of this strategy is
described in the section on physical mapping, p. 11.

Chromosomes
The 3 billion bp in the human genome are organized into 24 distinct, physically separate
microscopic units called chromosomes. All genes are arranged linearly along the chromos-
omes. The nucleus of most human cells contains 2 sets of chromosomes, 1 set given by
each parent. Each set has 23 single chromosomes—22 autosomes and an X or Y sex
chromosome. (A normal female will have a pair of X chromosomes; a male will have an X

Complementary
New Strand Complementary

New Strand



and Y pair.) Chromosomes contain roughly equal parts of protein and DNA; chrornosomal
DNA contains an average of 150 million bases. DNA molecules are among the largest
molecules now known.

Chromosomes can be seen under a light microscope and, when stained with certain dyes,
reveal a pattern of light and dark bands reflecting regional variations in the amounts of A
and T vs G and C. Differences in size and banding pattern allow the 24 chromosomes to
be distinguished from each other, an analysis called a karyotype. A few types of major
chromosomal abnormalities, including missing or extra copies of a chromosome or gross
breaks and rejoicings (translocations), can be detected by microscopic examination;
Down’s syndrome, in which an individual’s cells contain a third copy of chromosome 21, is
diagnosed by karyotype analysis (Fig. 6). Most changes in DNA, however, are too subtle to
be detected by this technique and require molecular analysis. These subtle DNA abnor-
malities (mutations) are responsible for many inherited diseases such as cystic fibrosis and
sickle cell anemia or may predispose an individual to cancer, major psychiatric illnesses,
and other complex diseases.

L

-0%/%0—

tRNA Bringing
Amino Acid to

k~

Growing

Ribosome Protein Chain

NUCLEUS Free Amino Acids
e

RIBOSOME incorporating
amino acids into the

growing protein chain

CWOPLASM

f
>

Amino
Acids

Fig. 5. Gone Expression. When genes are expressed, the genetic information (base sequence) on DNA is first transcribed
(copied) to a molecule of messenger RNA in a process similar to DNA replication. 71e mRNA molecules then leave the cell
nucleus and enter the cytoplasm, where triplets of bases (cmdons) forming the genetic code specify the pdcular amino acids that
make up an individual protein. This process, called translation, is awmplished by rhosornes (cellular components mmposed of
proteins and another class of RNA) that read the genetic code from the mRNA, and transfer RNAs (tRNAs) that transpofl amino
acids to the ribosomes for attachment to the growing protein. (Source: see F@.4.)
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Fig. 6. Karyotype. Microscopic examination of chromosome size and banding patterns allows
medical laboratories to identify and arrange each of the 24 different chromosomes (22 pairs of
autosomes and on: pah of sex chromosomes) into a karyotype, which then serves as a tool in the
diagnosis of genetic diseases. The extra cvpy of chromosome 21 in this karyotype identifies this
individual as having Down’s syndrome.

Mapping and Sequencing the Human Genc)me
A primary goal of the Human Genome Project is to make a series of descriptive diagrams—
maps+f each human chromosome at increasingly finer resolutions. Mapping involves
(1) dividing the chromosomes into smaller fragments that can be propagated and char-
acterized and (2) ordering (mapping) them to correspond to their respective locations on
the chromosomes. After mapping is completed, the next step is to determine the base
sequence of each of the ordered DNA fragments. The ultimate goal of genome research is
to find all the genes in the DNA sequence and to develop tools for using this information in
the study of human biology and medicine. Improving the instrumentation and techniques
required for mapping and sequencin~ major fows of the genome project-will increase
efficiency and cost-effectiveness. Goals include automating methods and optimizing
techniques to extract the maximum useful information from maps and sequences.

A genome map describes the order of genes or other markers and the spacing between
them on each chromosome. Human genome maps are constructed on several different
scales or levels of resolution. At the coarsest resolution are genetic linkage maps, which
depict the relative chromosomal locations of DNA markers (genes and other identifiable
DNA sequences) by their patterns of inheritance. Physical maps describe the chemical
characteristics of the DNA molecule itself.

8



Geneticists have already charted the approximate positions of over 2300 genes, and a
start has been made in establishing high-resolution maps of the genome (Fig. 7). More-
precise maps are needed to organize systematic sequencing efforts and plan new
research directions.

Mapping Strategies

Genetic Linkage Maps
A genetic linkage map shows the relative locations of specific DNA markers along the
chromosome. Any inherited physical or molewlar characteristic that d“tiers among indi-
viduals and is easily detectable in the laboratory is a potential genetic marker. Markers
can be expressed DNA regions (genes) or DNA segments that have no known coding
function but whose inheritance pattern can be followed. DNA sequence differences are
especially useful markers because they are plentiful and easy to characterize precisely.

2500 I I 1 1 I I I I I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
I

o

YEAR

F/g. 7. Assignment of Genes
to Specffic Chromosomes.
7%enumber of genes assigned
(m~ed) to specific chtvmo-
somes has greatly increased since
the first autosomal (i.e., not on the
X or Y chromosome) marker was
mapped in 1968. Most of these
genes have been mapped to
specifii bands on chromosomes.
The acceleration of chromosome
assignments is due to (1) a wm-
bination of improved and new
techniques in chromosome sorting
and band analysis, (2) data from
family studies, and (3) the intro-
duchbn of recombinant DNA
technology. [Source: adapted fmm
V&or A. McKusick, “Current
Trends in Mapping Human
Genes, “The FASEB Journal 5(7),
12 (1991).]
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Primer on Markers must be polymorphic to be useful in mapping; that is, alternative forms must exist
Molecular among individuals so that they are detectable among d“tierent members in family studies.

Gel letics Polymorphisms are variations in DNA sequence that occur on average once every 300 to
500 bp. Variations within exon sequences can lead to observable changes, such as differ-
ences in eye color, blood type, and disease susceptibility. Most variations occur within
introns and have little or no effect on an organism’s appearance or function, yet they are
detectable at the DNA level and can be used as markers. Examples of these types of
markers include (1) restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs), which reflect
sequence variations in DNA sites that can be cleaved by DNA restriction enzymes (see
box, p. 13), and (2) variable number of tandem repeat sequences, which are short repeated
sequences that vary in the number of repeated units and, therefore, in length (a character-
istic easily measured). The human genetic linkage map is constructed by observing how
frequently two markers are inherited together.

Two markers located near each other on the same chromosome will tend to be passed
together from parent to child. During the normal production of sperm and egg cells, DNA
strands occasionally break and rejoin in dfierent places on the same chromosome or on
the other copy of the same chromosome (i.e., the homologous chromosome). This process
(called meiotic recombination) can resutt in the separation of two markers originally on the
same chromosome (Fig. 8). The closer the matkers are to each other-the more “tightly
Iinked”-the less likely a recombination event will fall between and separate them. 17ecom-
bination frequency thus provides an estimate of the distance between two markers.

On the genetic map, distances between markers are measured in terms of centimorgans
(cM), named after the American geneticist Thomas Hunt Morgan. Two markers are said to
be 1 CM apart if they are separated by recombination 1% of the time. A genetic distance of
1 CM is roughly equal to a physical distance of 1 million bp (1 Mb). The current resolution
of most human genetic map regions is about 10 Mb.

The value of the genetic map is that an inheriied disease can be located on the map by
following the inheritance of a DNA marker present in affected individuals (but absent in
unaffected individuals), even though the molecular basis of the disease may not yet be
understood nor the responsible gene identified. Genetic mam have been used to find the

HUMAN GENOME PROJECT GOALS
Resolution

● Complete a detailed human genetic map 2 Mb
. Complete a physical map 0.1 Mb
● Acquire the genome as CIOIES 5 kb
● Determine the complete sequence 1 bp
. Hnd a[] the genes

Wtih the data generated by the project, investigators
will determine the functions of the genes and develop
tools for biological and medical applications.

exact chromosornal location of several impor-
tant disease genes, including cystic fibrosis,
sickle cell disease, Tay-Sachs disease, fragile-
X syndrome, and myotonic dystrophy.

One short-term goal of the genome project is
to develop a high-resolution genetic map (2 to
5 cM); recent consensus maps of some chromo-
somes have averaged 7 to 10 CM between
genetic markers. Genetic mapping resolution
has been increased through the application of
recombinant DNA technology, including in vitro
radiation-induced chromosome fragmentation
and cell fusions (joining human cells with those
of other species to form hybrid cells) to create
panels of cells with specific and varied human

10
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*Recombinant Frequency of this event reflects the distance
between genes for the marker M and HD.

Fig. 8. Constructing a Genetic
Linkage Map. Genetic linkage
maps of each chromosome are
made by determining how fre
quentiy two markers are passed
together from parent to child.
Because genetic material is some-
times exchanged during the pro-
ducthn of sperm and egg cells,
groups of traits (or markers) orig-
inally together on one chromosome
may not be inherited together.
Chseiy linked matkers are less
likely to be separated by spm-
taneous chromosome rearrange-
ments. In this diagram, the vertical
lines represent chromo-some 4
pairs for each individual in a family.
77refather has two traits that cm
be detected in any child who
inherits them: a shofl known DNA
sequence usad as a genetic
marker (M) and Huntington’s
disease (HD). The fact that one
child received only a single trait(M)
from that partkular chromosome
indicates that the father’s genetic
material recombined during the
ptncess of sperm production. 7%e
frequency of this event helps deter-
mine the distance between the two
DNA sequences on a genetic map.

chromosomal components. Assessing the frequency of marker sites remaining together
after radiation-induced DNA fragmentation can establish the order and distance between
the markers. Because only a single copy of a chromosome is required for analysis, even
nonpolymorphic markers are useful in radiation hybrid mapping. [In meiotic mapping
(described above), two copies of a chromosome must be distinguished from each other by
polymorphic markers.]

Physical Maps
Different types of physical maps vary in their degree of resolution. The lowest-resolution
physical map is the chromosomal (sometimes called cytogenetic) map, which is based on
the distinctive banding patterns observed by light microscopy of stained chromosomes. A
complementary DNA (cDNA) map shows the locations of expressed DNA regions (exons)
on the chromosomal map. The more detailed cosmid contig map depicts the order of
overlapping DNA fragments spanning the genome. A macrorestriction map describes the
order and distance between enzyme cutting (cleavage) sites. The highest-resolution
physical map is the complete elucidation of the DNA base-pair sequence of each chromo-
some in the human genome. Physical maps are described in greater detail below.

11
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Chromosomalmap. In a chromosomal map, genes or other identifiable DNA fragments
are assigned to their respective chromosomes, with distances measured in base pairs.
These markers can be physically associated with particular bands (identified by cyloge-
netic staining) primarily by in situ hybridization, a technique that involves tagging the DNA
marker with an observable label (e.g., one that fluoresces or is radioactive). The location
of the labeled probe can be detected after it binds to its complementary DNA strand in an
intact chromosome.

As with genetic linkage mapping, chromosomal mapping can be used to locate genetic
markers defined by traits observable only in whole organisms. Because chrornosomal
maps are based on estimates of physical distance, they are considered to be physical
maps. The number of base pairs within a band can only be estimated.

Until recently, even the best chrornosomal maps could be used to locate a DNA fragment
only to a region of about 10 Mb, the size of a typical band seen on a chromosome.
Improvements in fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) methods allow orientation of
DNA sequences that lie as close as 2 to 5 Mb. Modifications to in situ hybridization
methods, using chromosomes at a stage in cell division (interphase) when they are less
compact, increase map resolution to around 100,000 bp. Further banding refinement
might allow chromosomal bands to be associated with specific amplified DNA fragments,
an improvement that could be useful in analyzing observable physical traits associated
with chrorrmsomal abnormalities.

cDNA map.A cDNA map shows the positions of expressed DNA regions (exons)
relative to particular chromosomal regions or bands. (Expressed DNA regions are those
transcribed into mRNA.) cDNA is synthesized in the Iatmatory using the mRNA molecule
as a template; base-pairing rules are followed (i.e., an A on the mRNA molecule will pair
with a Ton the new DNA strand). This cDNA can then be mapped to genomic regions.

Because they represent expressed genomic regions, cDNAs are thought to identify the
parts of the genome with the most biological and medical significance. A cDNA map can
provide the chrornosomai location for genes whose functions are cumently unknown. For
diseasegene hunters, the map can also suggest a set of candidate genes to test when the
approximate location of a disease gene has been mapped by genetic linkage technicjues.

High-Resolution Physical Mapping
The two approaches to highresolution physical mapping are termed ~opdown” (producing
a macrorestriction map) and “bottom-up” (resulting in a contig map). Wdh either strategy
(described on pp. 14-15) the maps represent ordered sets of DNA fragments that are
generated by cutting genomic DNA with restriction enzymes (see Restriiion Enzymes box
at right, p. 13). The fragments are then amplified by cloning or by polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) methods (see DNA Amplification, pp. 18-20). Electmphoretic techniques are used to
separate the fragments according to size into different bands, which can be visualized by
direct DNA staining or by hybrid~ation with DNA probes of interest. The use of purified
chromosomes separated either by flow sorting from human cell lines or in hybrid cell lines
allows a single chromosome to be mapped (see Separating Chromosomes box at right).

12



A number of strategies can be used to reconstruct the original order of the DNA fragments
in the genome. Many approaches make use of the abiliiy of single strands of DNA and/or
RNA to hybridize+o form double-stranded segments by hydrogen bonding between
complementary bases. The extent of sequence homology between the two strands can be
inferred from the length of the double-stranded segment. FingeqJrinting uses restriction
map data to determine which fragments have a specific sequence (fingerprint) in common
and therefore overiap. Another approach uses linking clones as probes for hybridization to
chromosomal DNA cut with the same restriction enzyme.

... ... . . ..:, . .. .

Restriction Enzytness Microscopic Scalpels,..,,........:.. ...... .., .,.... ............ .
l&iated frornvarious’bacte~a~ restriction enzymes recognize short DNA sequences
and cut the DNA molecules at.those specific sites. {A natural biological function of
lheseenzymes is toprotect bacteria; byiattacking viral and other foregn DNA.) Some
restriction@nzymes( rare~cMters~cut-ttie:DNA very infrequently, generating a small
numbermfvery.)arge fragments:(se~eral thousand to a million bp). Most enzymes cut
.DNA:tif6.frequently,; thus:generatirig-'~ largenumber of small fragments (less than a
h.undred-tornore thamathousahd bp).

On average~restriction e~ymes:y~~~.

.~ +&base r&ognitii”n sites will~e~dpieces 256 bases long,

s &-base:&&nit”tin sites .wdl“yield$@es4000 bases long, and. .... . .
● f3+ba:e~recognition sites “till yield “pie&s 64;000 bases long.

‘Since hundreds of dtierent., re~~ion etzy~s have been characterized, DNA can
be cut~nto:”many.differen@rnallftaQrne@,’” ‘“.:, .’.. . . . ..

Separating.;:Chrorn@xnes:.. ...... .....,..:, ........... ,...:...::.:.“.
Flow”soting ;;,;,;.,;.““ :.., :j;.!;:;.::z;;,.
Pioneered.at~W~%w SOgirig@i$Xq$lOWcytornWtoSePara@==dim ~0
size, ctiromosornefisolatedltirnj~lis[a~~j~’ull diiision when they are condensed
and stable.. @:the”&hrorn@ornes.fio~,~i~gly pa6ta faser beam, they are d~eren-
tiated’byariatyzing th~afi@gfDNApiesentj.and individual chromosomes are
direc@d to specifii m“llec~mritdties;~~;:..;. :.,,.““...””” :

Soinatic:cell..hybridiza~orl ““””””””” “‘
inso’maticcell hybridization, human cells and rodent tumor cells are fused (hybrid-
ized); overtirne;’after ~he.~hromosornesrnix, human chnxnosomes are preferentially
loitfmmlhe””hybrid @ll”unfi[ onfypriegrzt:few remain. Those individual hybrid cells

?r?;!~eP:~~Opag?t.@~ap,drn~rnta@d~s@i linescontaining specific human chromo:
Somes,,l.rnpiqvernents tolhis.techniqp.ehave generated a nurnberof hyb~d celi
!ines,eacti witha.spetiic:single. human. chromosome.
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Primer on Macrorestriction maps: Top-down mapping. In top-down mapping, a single
Molecular chromosome is cut (with rare-cutter restriction enzymes) into large pieces, which are

Genetics ordered and subdivided; the smaller pieces are then mapped further. The resutting lmacro-
restriction maps depict the order of and distance between sites at which rare-cutter
enzymes cleave (Fig. 9a). This approach yields maps with more continuity and fewer gaps
between fragments than contig maps (see below), but map resolution is lower and may
not be useful in finding particular genes; in addition, this strategy generally does not
produce long stretches of mapped sites. Currently, this approach allows DNA pieces to be
located in regions measuring “about 100,000 bp to 1 Mb. - ‘

The development of pulsed-field gel (PFG) electrophoretic methods has improved the
mapping and cloning of large DNA molecules. While conventional gel electrophoretic
methods separate pieces less than 40 kb (1 kb = 1000 bases) in size, PFG separates
molecules up to 10 Mb, allowing the application of both conventional and new mapping
methods to larger genomic regions.

&Nltlg maps: Bottom-up mapping. The bottom-up approach involves cutting the
chromosome into small pieces, each of which is cloned and ordered. The ordered frag-
ments form contiguous DNA blocks (contigs). Currently, the resulting “library” of clones

Top
Down

(a) (b)

Chromosome Linked Library
Detailed but incomplete

) 1
~~~

~~ Contig

II I I

Macrorestriction Map
Complete but low resolution

A?!=d!7L!& .“-

Arrayed Library

Bottom
up

Fig. 9. Physical Mapping Strategies. Top-obwn physical m~ing (a) produces maps with few gaps, but mqo resolution may not
allow location of spea.f~ genes. Bottom-up strategies (b) generate extremely detailed maps of smaii areas but ieave many gaps.
A combination of both approaches is being used. [Source: Adapted from P. R. Biilings et al, “New Techniques for Physical
Mapping of the Human Genome,”The FASEB Journal 5(l), 29 (1991).]
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varies in size from 10,000 bp to 1 Mb (Fig. 9b, p. 14). An advantage of this approach is
the accessibility of these stable clones to other researchers. Contig construction can be
veriiied by FISH, which localizes cosmids to specific regions within chromosomal bands.

Contig maps thus consist of a linked library of small overlapping clones representing a
complete chromosomal segment. While useful for finding genes localized to a small area
(under 2 Mb), contig maps are difficutt to extend over large stretches of a chromosome
because all regions are not clonable. DNA probe techniques can be used to fill in the gaps,
but they are time consuming. Figure 10 is a diagram relating the different types of maps.

Technological improvements now make possible the cloning of large DNA pieces, using
artificially constructed chromosome vectors that carry human DNA fragments as large as
1 Mb. These vectors are maintained in yeast cells as artificial chromosomes (YACS). (For
more explanation, see DNA Amplification, pp. 18-20.) Before YACS were developed, the
largest cloning vectors (cosmids) carried inserts of only 20 to 40 kb. YAC methodology
drastically reduces the number of clones to be ordered; many YACS span entire human
genes, A more detailed map of a large YAC insert can be produced by subcloning, a
process in which fragments of the original insert are cloned into smaller-insert vectors.
Because some YAC regions are unstable, large-capacity bacterial vectors (i.e., those that
can accommodate large inserts) are also being developed.

Geneor Gene or
Polymorphism Polymorphism

I I

RESTRICTION
FRAGMENTS‘Ummomuno

ORDERED ———— ——— —
LIBRARY —————————

——

Fig. 10. TWS of G8n0tIIs
Maps. At the coarsest resolution,
the genetic map measures
recombination frequency between
linked markets (genes orpoly-
morphisms). At the next reso-
lution level, restrtktion fragments
of 1 to 2 Mb can be separated
and mapped. Ordered hharies of
cosmids and YACShave insert
shes from 40 to 400 kb. The base
sequence is the ultimate physical
map. Chmmosomal mqoing (not
shown) locates genetic sites in
relation to bands on chromo-
somes (estimated resoluthn of
5 Mb); new in situ hybridization
techniques can place loci 100 kb
apart. This direct strategy links
the other four mapping
approaches. [Sowce: see F@.9.]
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Sequencing Technologies
The ultimate physical map of the human genome is the mmplete DNA sequence-the
determination of all base pairs on each chromosome. The completed map will provide
biologists with a Rosetta stone for studying human biology amf enable medical researchers
to begin to unravel the mechanisms of inherited diseases. Much effort continues to be
spent locating genes; if the full sequence were known, emphasis could shti to determining
gene function. The Human Genome Project is creating research tools for 21st-centuty
biology, when the goal will be to understand the sequence and functions of the genes
residing therein.

Achieving the goals of the Human Genome Project will require substantial improvements
in the rate, efficiency, and reliability of standard sequencing procedures. While technologi-
cal advances are leading to the automation of standard DNA purification, separation, and
detection steps, effotts are also focusing on the development of entirely new sequencing
methods that may eliminate some of these steps. Sequencing procedures currently
involve first subcloning DNA fragments from a msmid or bacteriophage library into special
sequencing vectors that carry shorter pieces of the original cosmid fragments (Fig. 11).
The next step is to make the subcloned fragments into sets of nested fragments differing
in length by one nucleotide, so that the specific base at the end of each successive
fragment is detectable after the fragments have been separated by gel electrophoresis.
Current sequencing technologies are discussed on p. 21.
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Average 400t3-bp
fragment cloned into
plel~id or sequencing
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/ -w
0 -.0 --./0 ‘-
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--
--------------- PARTIAL NUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCE- ------------- (from hurwn fl-globin gene)

=CACTWCTCTCTCTGCCTA~=TCTA~CCCACCC~A~CTGCTGGTGGTCTACCC
TGGACCCAGAGGllCllTGAGTCCTiTGGGGATCTGTCCACTCCTGATGCTG~ATGG. . .

Fig. 11. Constructing Clones for Sequencing. Cloned DNA molecules must be made
progressively smaller and the fragments subcloned into new vectors to obtain fragments small
enough for use with current sequencing technology. Sequencing results are compiled to provide
kmger stretches of sequence across a chromosome. (Source: adapted from David A. Micklos and
Greg A. Freye~ DNA Science, A First Course in Recombinant DNA Technology, Burlington, N.C.:
Carolina Biological Supp(Y Company, 1990.)
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fa)DNA Amplification:
Cloning and PCR

Cloning (in vivo DNA
amplification)
Cloning involves the use of recombinant DNA
technology to propagate DNA fragments inside a
foreign host. The fragments are wsuaIly Isolated
from chromosomes using restriction enzymes
and then united with a carrier (a vector). Follow-
ing introduction into suitable host cells, the DNA
fragments can then be reproduced along with
the host cell DNA. Vectors are DNA molecules
originating from viruses, bacteria, and yeast
ceils. They accommodate various sizes of
foregn DNA fragments ranging from 12,000 bp
for bacterial vectors (plasmids and cosmids).to
1 Mb for yeast vectors [yeast atiiiciai ctYomo-.
somes (YACS)]. Bacteria are most often the ..
hosts for these insefis, but yeast and ream-~ “
malian cells are also used (a). ...”... . . .

Cloning procedures provide unlim~ed material
for experimental study. A random (unordered)’+’-
set of cloned DNA fragments is called a library.
Genomic libraries are sets of overlapping
fragments encompassing an entire genome {b).
Also available are chromosome-specific libraries,
which consist of fragments derived from source
DNA enriched fora particularchromosome,.@ee
Separating Chromosomes box,p. 13J .-

Chromosomal DNA

Saqgfinces on

Join vectorand chromosomsl
DNA fragmant,ueing
the enzyme DNA Iigase

Reco:~~nant DNA Molecule

““”I Wrcfke into baoterir.im
,-
. .. .

::”.@::Q Raoombinant
........... ..:...:..:..-..-.-..::..-,... ..... .:.. .: ,.’ ......... .:. DNA Moiecq\e.

“~

........... . ..... . ... ---- . . .

Baoterial
Chromosome

(a) Cloning DNA & i%%smlds.i3y~ragmenting DNA of any
origin {human, anjmaf, orplsnt) and inserting ii in the DNA of
rapidly reproducing foreign cells, billtbns of copies of a single
g&ie_or bNA-seg;enf &n bcrproduced in a ~ery shor{ time.
DNA ?obe clbnedis inserted infoaplasmid {a sma14self-
rephixfing Wcularmokkule of DNA] fhaf is separate from
chmmosomai DNA.:When the’recombinant pkismid is.infiv-

‘..:duced into bscteria,.$he nswiy inserted segment will bo
replitxfed akxgwifh the rest of fheplasmid.
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Po[ymerase chain reaction (PCR) (in vitro DNA amplification)
Described as being to genes what Gutenber@p@ing press was to the written word, PCR can amplify a
desired DNA sequence of any origin (virus, baoteriai plant, or human) hundreds of millions of times in a
matter of hoursl-a task that would have required”severa[ days with recombinant teohnotogy.PCR is espe-
cially valuable because Ihe”leaction is highly spetiio,easily automated, and capable of ‘amplifying minute
amounts of sample. For these reasons,:PCR has-aiso ~ad a major impaot on cliriicaf mediCinei gerietic
disease diagnostics, forensjc.science;arid evoluti6i’ii@’biology. ~”

PCR is a process based on.a specialized poiymerase.epzyme, which&n synthesize a o&plementary
strand to .agiyen DNA strand “ina m@turecontaining the 4“DNA bases and 2 DNkfragments (primers, each
about 20 bases” long) flanking. the target-sequence. The mixture is heated to-separate ihb.strands of double-
stranded DNA containing the target sequenoe and then oooied to allow {1) the primers to fhxf and bind to
iheir complementary.sequences on the separated strands and (2) the polymerase to Wctend”the primers into
new complementary strands. Repeated heating and oooling cycles muftiply the taget DNA exponentially,
since eac$-new double stqMf separates tobecorne two templates for further synthesis. In about 1 hour, 20 ““”
;PCR.oycles:&m ampiiiy.the tar@ei’by.a miflionfofd,

DNA Ampllflcatlon USIW”PCR

Rwction mixtum”ktreated

s@enc8s in tar@ONA”.

L SecondW&K& cyoie
resuJt6h four copkte of
lerget DNA seqence

Swrow DNA S&r@, see Fi 11. .
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Current Sequencing Technologies
The two basic sequencing approaches, Maxam-GiIbed and Sanger, differ primarily in the
way the nested DNA fragments are produced. Both methods work because gel electro-
phoresis produces vety high resolution separations of DNA molecules; even fragments
that differ in size by only a single nucleotide can be resolved. Almost all steps in these
sequencing methods are now automated. Maxam-Gilbert sequencing (also called the
chemical degradation method) uses chemicals to cleave DNA at specific bases, resulting
in fragments of different lengths. A refinement to the Maxam-Gilberl method known as
muftiplex sequencing enables investigators to analyze about 40 clones on a single DNA
sequencing gel. Sanger sequencing (also called the chain termination or dideoxy method)
involves using an enzymatic procedure to synthesize DNA chains of varying length in four
different reactions, stopping the DNA replication at positions occupied by one of the four
bases, and then determining the resulting fragment lengths (Fig. 12).

These first-generation gel-based sequencing technologies are now being
used to sequence small regions of interest in the human genome. Although
investigators muld use existing technology to sequence whole chromo-
somes, time and cost considerations make large-scale sequencing projects of
this nature impractical. The smallest human chromosome (Y) contains 50 Mb;
the largest (chromosome 1) has 250 Mb. The la~est continuous DNA
sequence obtained thus far, however, is approximately 350,000 bp, and the
best available equipment can sequence only 50,000 to 100,000 bases per
year at an approximate cost of $1 to $2 per base. At that rate, an unaccept-
able 30,000 work-years and at least $3 billion would be required for sequenc-
ing alone.

Fig. 12. DNA Sequencing. Dideoxy sequencing (also called chain-termination or
Sanger method) uses an enzymatic procedure to synthesize DNA chains of varying
iengths, stopping DNA replkation at one of the four bases, and then determining the
resulting fragment lengths. Each sequencing reaction tube (T, C, G, and A) in the
diagram contains

.

.

●

●

a DNA tempiate, a primer sequence, and a DNA polymerase to initiate synthesis of a
new strand of DNA at the point where the primer is hybridized to the template;

the four deoxynucleotide tr@hosphates (dATP, d7TP, dCTP, and dGTP) to extend
the DNA strand;

one iabeied deoxynucleotide triphosphate {using a radioactive eiement or dye); and

one dideo%ynuciaotide tnphosphate, whkh terminates the gtvwing cha”n wherever it
is inmrporated. Tube A has didATP, tube C has didCTP, etc.

For exampie, in the A reaction tube the ratio of the dATP to didATP is ac@sted so that
eaoh tube will have a wllection of DNA fragments with a didATP incorporated for each
adenine position on the template DNA fragments. 77?efragments of varying iength are
then separated by eiectmphoresis (1) and the positions of the nucleotides analyzed to
determine sequence. lhe fragments are separated on the basis of size, with the shorter
fragments moving faster and Wpeanng at the bottom of the gel. Sequence is read from
bottom to top (2). (Source: see F&. 11.)

1. sequencing reactions loaded
onto polyacrylamide gel for
fragment separation

TT’P’T
TCGA

J
2. Sequence read (bottom to top)

from gel autoradiogram

TCGA

❑
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Sequencing Technologies Under Development

Genetics
A major focus of the Human Genome Project is the development of automated sequenc-
ing technology that can accurately sequence 100,000 or more bases per day at a cost of
less than $.50 per base. Specific goals include the development of sequencing and
detection schemes that are faster and more sensitive, accurate, and economical. Many
novel sequencing technologies are now being explored, and the most promising ones will
eventually be optimized for widespread use.

Second-generation (interim) sequencing technologies will enable speed and accuracy to
increase by an order of magnitude (i.e., 10 times greater) while lowering the cost por base.
Some important disease genes will be sequenced with such technologies as (1) high-
vottage capillary and ultrathin electrophoresis to increase fragment separation rate and
(2) use of resonance ionization spectroscopy to detect stable isotope labels.

Third-generation gel-less sequencing technologies, which aim to increase efficiency by
several orders of magnitude, are expected to be used for sequencing most of the human
genome. These developing technologies include (1) enhanced fluorescence detection
of individual labeled bases in flow cytometry, (2) direct reading of the base sequence
on a DNA strand with the use of scanning tunneling or atomic force microcopies,
(3) enhanced mass spectrometric analysis of DNA sequence, and (4) sequencing by
hybridization to short panels of nucleotides of known sequence. Pilot large-scale
sequencing projects will provide opportunities to improve current technologies and will
reveal challenges investigators may encounter in larger-scale efforts.

Partial Sequencing To Facilitate Mapping, Gene
Identification
Correlating mapping data from different laboratories has been a problem because of
differences in generating, isolating, and mapping DNA fragments. A common reference
system designed to meet these challenges uses partially sequenced unique regions (200
to 500 bp) to identify clones, contigs, and long stretches of sequence. Called sequence
tagged sites (STSS), these shod sequences have become standard markers for physical
mapping.

Because coding sequences of genes represent most of the potentially useful infom~tion
content of the genome (but are only a fraction of the total DNA), some investigators have
begun partial sequencing of cDNAs instead of random genomic DNA. (cDNAs are derived
from mRNA sequences, which are the transcription products of expressed genes.) In addi-
tion to providing unique markers, these partial sequences [termed expressed sequence
tags (ESTS)] also identify expressed genes. This strategy can thus provide a means of
rapidly ident”~ing most human genes. Other applications of the EST approach include
determining locations of genes along chromosomes and identifying coding regions in
genomic sequences.
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End Games: Completing Maps and
Sequences; Finding Specific Genes
Stafting maps and sequences is relatively simple; finishing them will require new
strategies or a combination of existing methods. After a sequence is determined using the
methods described above, the task remains to fill in the many large gaps left by current
mapping methods. One approach is single-chromosome microdissection, in which a piece
is physically cut from a chrornosomal region of particular interest, broken up into smaller
pieces, and amplified by PCR or cloning (see DNA Amplification, pp. 18-20). These
fragments can then be mapped and sequenced by the methods previously described.

Chromosome walking, one strategy for filling in gaps, involves hybridizing a primer of
known sequence to a clone from an unordered genomic library and synthesizing a short
complementary strand (called “walking” along a chromosome). The complementary strand
is then sequenced and its end used as the next primer for further walking; in this way the
adjacent, previously unknown, region is identified and sequenced. The chromosome is
thus systematically sequenced from one end to the other. Because primers must be syn-
thesized chemically, a disadvantage of this technique is the large number of different
primers needed to walk a long distance. Chromosome walking is also used to locate
specific genes by sequencing the chromosomal segments between markers that flank the
gene of interest (Fig. 13).

The current human genetic map has about 1000 markers, or 1 marker spaced every
3 million bp; an estimated 100 genes lie between each pair of markers. Higher-resolution
genetic maps have been made in regions of particular interest. New genes can be located
by combining genetic and physical map information for a region. The genetic map basiilly
describes gene order. Rough information about gene location is sometimes available also,
but these data must be used with caution because recombination is not equally likely at all
places on the chromosome. Thus the genetic map, compared to the phys”~ map, stn?tches
in some places and compresses in others, as though it were drawn on a rubber band.

The degree of difficulty in finding a disease gene of interest depends largely on what
information is already known about the gene and, especially, on what kind of DNA alter-
ations cause the disease. Spotting the disease gene is very difficutt when disease resutts
fmm a single altered DNA base; sickle cell anemia is an example of such a case, as are
probably most major human inherited diseases. When disease results from a large DNA
rearrangement, this anomaly can usually be detected as alterations in the physical map of
the region or even by direct microscopic examination of the chromosome. The location of
these alterations pinpoints the site of the gene.

Identifying the gene responsible for a specific disease without a map is analogous to
finding a needle in a haystack. Actually, finding the gene is even more difficult, because
even close up, the gene still looks tike just another piece of hay. However, maps give
clues on whereto look; the finer the map’s resolution, the fewer pieces of hay to be tested.

Oncethe neighborhood of a gene of interest has been identified, several strategies can be
used to find the gene itself. An ordered library of the gene neighbotiood can be con-
structed if one is not already available. This library provides DNA fragments that can be
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Fig. 13. Cioning a
Disease Gene by
Chromosome Walking.
After a marker is iinked to
within 1 CMof a disease
gene, chromosome
walking can be used to
clone the disease gene
itse/f. A probe is first
constructed fmm a
genomic fragment iden-
tified from a iIhary as
being the closest iinked
matier to the gene. A
restriction fragment
isoiated from the end of
the clone near the disease
locus is used to repmbe
the genomic ilxary to find
an overlapping ckme. Z$is
process is repeated sev-
eral times to waik acrvss
the chromosome and
reach the flanking marker
on the other side of the
disease-gene iocus.
(Source: see Fig. 11.)

screened for additional polymorphisms, improving the genetic map of the region and
further restricting the possible gene location. In addition, DNA fragments from the region
can be used as probes to search for DNA sequences that are expressed (transcribed to
RNA) or conserved among individuals. Most genes will have such sequences. Then
individual gene candidates must be examined. For example, a gene responsible for liver
disease is likely to be expressed in the liver and less likely in other tissues or organs. This
type of evidence can fu~her limit the search. Finally, a suspected gene may ne~d to be
sequenced in both healthy and affected individuals. A consistent pattern of DNA variation
when these two samples are compared will show that the gene of interest has very likely
been found. The ultimate proof is to correct the suspected DNA alteration in a cell and
show that the cell’s behavior reverts to normal.
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Model Organism Research
Most mapping and sequencing technologies were developed from studies of nonhuman
genomes, notably those of the bacterium Escherichia coli, the yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiae, the fruit f Iy Drosophila melanogasfer, the roundwotm Caenorhabditis elegans,
and the Iaboratoty mouse /Musmuscu/us. These simpler systems provide excellent
models for developing and testing the procedures needed for studying the much more
complex human genome.

A large amount of genetic information has already been derived from these organisms,
providing valuable data for the analysis of normal gene regulation, genetic diseases, and
evolutionary processes. Physical maps have been completed for E. coli, and extensive
overlapping clone sets are available for S. cerevisiae and C. elegans. In addition,
sequencing projects have been initiated by the NIH genome program for E. wli,
S. cerevisiae, and C. elegans.

Mouse genome research will provide much significant comparative information because of
the manybiologicalandgeneticsimilaritiesbetween mouse and man. Comparisons of
human and mouse DNA sequences will reveal areas that have been conserved during
evolution and are therefore impoftant. An extensive database of mouse DNA sequences
will allow counterparts of particular human genes to be identified in the mouse and exten-
sively studied. Conversely, information on genes first found to be important in the mouse
will lead to associated human studies. The mouse genetic map, based on morphological
markers, has already led to many insights into human biology. Mouse models are being

, developed to explore the effects of mutations causing human diseases, including diabetes,
muscular dystrophy, and several cancers. A genetic map based on DNA markers is
presently being constructed, and a physical map is planned to allow direct mmparison
with the human physical map.

Informatics: Data Collection and Interpretation

Collecting and Storing Data
Thereferencemapandsequencegeneratedby genome
research will be used as a primary information source for
human biology and medicine far into the future. The vast
amount of data produced will first need to be collected,
stored, and distributed. If compiled in books, the data
would fill an estimated 200 volumes the size of a Manhat-
tan telephone book (at 1000 pages each), and reading it
would require 26 years working around the clock (Fig. 14).

Because handling this amount of data will require exten-
sive use of computem, database development will be a
major focus of the Human Genome Project.The present
challenge is to improve database design, software for

HUMAN GENETIC DIVERSITY:
The Ultimate Human Genetic Database

● Any two individuals differ in about 3 x 10S bases (0.1 %’o).
● The population is now about 5 X 109.
. A ~talog of all sequen~ differences wodd W@9

15x 1015 entries.
● ws ~ta]og maybe needed to find the rarest or most

complex disease genes.
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Primer on database access and manipulation, and data-entry procedures to mmpensate for the
Molecular varied computer procedures and systems used in different laboratories. Databases need

Genetics to be designed that will accurately represent map information (linkage, STSS, physical
location, disease loci) and sequences (genomic, cDNAs, proteins) and link them to each
other and to bibliographic text databases of the scientific and medical literature.

Interpreting Data
New tools will also be needed for analyzing the data from genome maps and sequences.
Recognizing where genes begin and end and identifying their exons, introns, and regula-
tory sequences may require extensive comparisons with sequences from related species
such as the mouse to search for conserved similarities (homologies). Searching a data-
base for a particular DNA sequence may uncover these homologous sequences in a
known gene from a model organism, revealing insights into the function of the carespond-
ing human gene.

Correlating sequence information with genetic linkage data and disease gene research
will reveal the molecular basis for human variation. After a disease gene is identified,
however, the altered protein specified by the flawed gene must still be compared with the
normal version to identify the abnormality that causes disease. Once the error is pin-
pointed, researchers must try to determine how to correct it in the human body, a task that
will require knowledge about how the protein functions and in which cells it is active.

Fig. 14. Magnitude of
Genome Data. If the DNA
sequence of the human
genome were wmpiled in
books, the equivalent of
200 volumes the size of a
Manhattan telephone book
(at 1000 pages each)
would be needed to hold
it all. New data-analysis
tools will be needed
for understanding the
information from genome
maps and sequences.
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(1000 pages each)
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Model Organism Genomes

11111111] Drosophila (fruit fly) 10 books ~

D yeast 1 book !
, I E. coli (bacterium) 300 pages ~

I yeast chromosome 3 14 pages !
(longestcontinuoussaQuence now known) !
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Correct protein function depends on the three-dimensional
(3D), or folded, structure the proteins assume in biological
environments; thus, understanding protein structure will be
essential in determining gene function. DNA sequences will
be translated into amino acid sequences, and researchers
will try to make inferences about functions either by com-
paring protein sequences with each other or by comparing
their specific 3-D structures (Fig. 15).

Because the 3-D structure patterns (motifs) that protein
moiecuies assume are much more evoiutionariiy con-
served than amino acid sequences, this type of homology
search couid prove more fruitfui. Particular motifs may
serve simiiar functions in severai different proteins, infor-
mation that would be vaiuabie in genome analyses.

GENE ~ PROTEIN

FUNCTION ~ STRUCTURE

Currentiy, however, oniy a few protein motifs can be recognized at the sequence ievei.
Continued development of anaiytic capabilities to facilitate grouping protein sequences
into motif famiiies wiii make homoiogy searches more successful.

Eig. 15. Understsndlng
Gene Funciion.
Understandinghow
genes funcfhn will
&quire ana@ses of the
3-D structures of the

Mapping Databases proteins for which the
genes code.

The Genome Database (GDB), iocated at Johns Hopkins University (Battimore, Mary-
iand), provides location, ordering, and distance information for human genetic markers,
probes, and contigs iinked to known human genetic disease. GDB is presentiy working on
incorporating physicai mapping data. Aiso at Hopkins is the Online IMende/ian h?herifance
in Man (OMiM) database, a cataiog of inherited human traits and diseases.

TheHumanandMouse Probes and Libraries Database (iocated at the American Type
Culture Collection in Rockviiie, Maryiand) and the GBASE mouse database (iocated at
Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Maine) inciude data on RFLPs, chromosomai assign-
ments, and probes from the laboratory mouse.

Sequence Databases

Nucleic Acids (DNA and RNA)
GenBank”, the European Moiecular Bioiogy Laboratory (EMBL) sequence database, and
the DNA Database of Japan (DDBJ) house over 70 Mb of sequence from more than 2500
different organisms. Compiied fmm both direct submissions and journal scans, GenBank
is supported at inteiiiGenetics (Mountain View, Caiifomia) and Los Aiamos Nationai
Laboratory (LANL) through a contract from the NiH Nationai institute of Generai Medical
Sciences. Although responsibility for GenBank wiii move to the National Center for
Biotechnology information (NCBi) of the Nationai Library of Medicine in September 1992,
LANL wiii continue to handie direct data submissions from authors. international collabo-
rations with EMBL and DDBJ wiii aiso continue. NCBI is aiso developing Geninfo, a data
archive that wiii eventually offer integrated access to other databases.
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Proteins
The major protein sequence databases are the Protein Identification Resource [(PIR),
National Biomedical Research Foundation], SwissDrot, and GenPeDt (both distributed with
GenBank). In addition to sequence information, they c&tain infom”ation on protein motifs
and other features of protein structure.

Impact of the Human Genome Project
The atlas of the human genome will revolutionize medical practice and biological
research into the 21st century and beyond. All human genes will eventually be found, and
accurate diagnostics will be developed for nmst inherited diseases. In addition, animal
models for human disease research will be more easily developed, facilitating the under-
standing of gene function in health and disease.

Researchers have already identified genes for a number of diseases known to be caused
by a single gene, such as cystic fibrosis, Duchenne muscular dystrophy, myotonic clystro-
phy, neurofibromatosis, and retinoblastoma. As research progresses, investigators will
also uncover the mechanisms for diseases caused by several genes or by a gene inter-
acting with environmental factors. Genetic susceptibilities have been implicated in many
major disabling and fatal diseases including head disease, stroke, diabetes, and several
kinds of cancer. The identification of these genes and their proteins will pave the way to
more-effect”we therapies and preventive measures. Investigators determining the underly-
ing biology of genome organ”~ation and gene regulation will also begin to understand how
humans develop from single cells to adults, why this process sometimes goes awry, and
what changes take place as people age.

New technologies developed for genome research will also find myriad applications in
industfy, as well as in projects to map (and ultimately improve) the genomes of economi-
cally important farm animals and crops.

While human genome research itself does not pose any new ethical dilemmas, the use of
data arising from these studies presents challenges that need to be addressed before the
data accumulate significantly. To assist in policy development, the ethics mmponent of
the Human Genome Project is funding conferences and research projects to identify and
consider relevant issues, as well as activities to promote public awareness of these topics.
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